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Is education the only solution?
The recently released marks for public high school
students in Botswana and South Africa tell a shocking
story.
The
standards
of
achievement leave little to be
desired. If only an average 30%
make it to higher education
institutions over 5 years, what
does this mean for future
generations? If employment is
secured through education, what
will happen to rest that fail?
I ask this as a student that
knows the pain of failing at tertiary. Many before us
have managed to escape the cycle of poverty through
education. The emerging middle class in Africa
continues to grow. However, income inequality
perpetually rears its ugly head. Service delivery and
social provisions do not provide the dignity of
subsistence for a majority. Education seems to only
service a few.
Is it enough that only a few manage to survive
cycles of poverty, prejudice, illiteracy and violence
surrounding them? Is it enough that even less are
granted the privilege of scholarships only to bear the

responsibility of supporting future family members
who weren’t as lucky? Why is it that leaders find it
acceptable for black children to
suffer in the 21st century? To not
have private tutors, well-resourced
learning
environments,
or
generations of wealth within the
family?
The solution for the black child is
not enough. Education is not enough
when you can go to school hungry,
study under candle light every day
or be reminded of your poverty in a place called home.
Inequality now bears the same colour and is no longer
of a different race. We need to ask these questions so
we as young people can come up with the answers.
How else will we be able to dream freely? Explore and
enable our creativity without the constraints of
reality? Those before us have had their solution. 2017
requires much more than a certificate or degree to
uplift the black child. We are the only ones that can
build ourselves, along with future generations, better
solutions.
-

Obonye Robert, Chairperson of Success Capital

WE HAD A GREAT START to 2017 with several convenings establishing our work plan for the year with great ideas.
Young artists have joined up to strengthen our advocacy work. We embarked on a few human rights trainings, with
dialogues ranging from the student protests, police brutality and the state of leadership we’re subject to. Young people
remain the cornerstone of our work – in this regard, continue to capture their thoughts, ideas and proposed solutions. This
is aimed at nurturing thought leadership and inspiring some form of civic action. This edition of Voca looks at lived
experiences in love, religion and challenges the inequalities of grant making.
- Dumiso Gatsha, Editor

Of Religion & Sexuality

Matters of the Heart
In 2015 was blessed with an amazing opportunity to study at
University of Pennsylvania. Life was unimaginable. I blended
in well despite being received with shock for coming from
‘Africa’. I was flamboyant as ever, contrasting their
perceptions of the anti-gay narrative prevalent in the region. I
cordially redirected most conversations through humour
without wanting to hurt feelings or belittle my own country,
Botswana. After adjusting and making friends, I was
introduced to a few dating apps, of which one of them had a
faculty member I found attractive. I immediately signed up
and logged on daily with an average of 30 exchanges from all
over the city I did not waste time when a guy wanted to meet
and eventually came to truly understand the meaning of
‘netflix and chill’. I did not have any problem with what I was
doing because at that point I felt it was giving me motivation
to accomplish anything. I managed to balance my school work
with my social and life in general. No harm was done until I
stupidly fell in love with one of the fine African American
brothers I met. Just as in movies, everything was a fairy-tale
and I named this experience as my American Dream. I was
helped with assignments, , being taken out, introduced to his

-ked of a sermon from my
parish Priest I went as far as
writing a letter to the
archdiocese
of
Pretoria
because preaching to people in
the manner that it is carried
out encourages hate; which is
what I did not think my
church was about. When you
have a mother or father sitting
in the church and listening to
a priest or pastor say how your
child is unnatural and how
they are a sin - it hurts so
many people. The parents in
turn
hurt
their
child.
Eventually, you find someone
who ‘wants to become the
person God made them to be’.
Finding an acceptable partner
whilst battling with their
inner self. There is too much
hate
spread
through
intolerance and refusing to
believe this great power you
say your god has exists.

There is a need to understand that homosexual people have
known how different they are for long before coming out.
Society feeds you one kind of truth and you remain in
isolation from your true self. The #GraceBibleChurch saga
started because of Somizi walking out in protest with what
was said. Many people that defend the views say that all sins
were being mentioned during the visiting pastor’s sermon.
The question I ask is whether people believe they are their
sins. Is there an intrinsic aspect of who you are, how you feel
and think that is considered sin? Your emotions, mind and
soul? When you tell someone that they are sinning because
they lied or because of adultery they might feel shame... not
hatred for themselves because they are not their sin. When
you tell me that I am a sin; my being is a sin, my love is a sin,
my soul is a sin… then it is impossible to not feel offended.
I don't even know if offended is the correct word but it hurts
more than you can ever imagine. I too, like Somizi, have wal-

Youth Priorities for 2017
Success Capital brought together youth from several sectors to gauge the challenges
faced in society today. It is clear that we have more challenges than there are
solutions. Unemployment, Education, HIV/AIDS and Substance Abuse are the top 4
challenges faced by youth today. With the most urgent being Unemployment, we
have a crisis of skilled and unskilled youth who have no opportunities to apply
themselves. This impacts on the other 3 challenges faced by youth today. As a
result, we have committed to better understand the experiences of young people and
unemployment. This is aimed at encouraging wider discourse for collective action.

Success Capital

coordinator@successcapitalngo.com

-y God is the sea that does not fit within any structure. We cannot even begin to grasp and
understand God. People speaking on behalf of this wonderful God really think very highly of
themselves even😒. Stop speaking for God. You have no idea what He has created or planned. In
fact, you can keep your religion. Keep your hatred and your war of words. Keep your opium, I will
keep the relationship I have with my God.

I will answer for my actions and my love versus hatred choices. I will keep the conversations I have
with my Higher being every day. I hope and pray that my family and friends believe God does not
make mistakes. Homosexuals do not choose to be homosexual. No one chooses to be looked down on
My God makes no mistakes. and treated like sh*t in the eyes of the next person. Or be compared to dogs and lizards... Just Love.
My God loves me and
- Loane Ledwana, LGBTIQ activist
everyone. My God is able to m-

‘At least, I had the chance to feel like I did unlike many others in our lifetime.’
t

Flawed perspectives of ‘development’ in grant making
Many development professionals or international affairs graduates who have volunteered the odd 6 months or 1 year end up being
the kingmakers of grantmaking. Whether at officer or director level; someone in the Global North determines which region,
thematic area or grouping is deserving of much needed resources and support to advance their work. Aside from the flawed system
of project-driven funding neglecting the human necessities that core funding supports, such as health insurance and social
security; ‘development’ as a school of thought neglects the human aspect of grant making. A recent experience made it clear that if
needs are not defined or articulated by an INGO or a long-standing activist; then they are not valid. Similarly is using a brush to
assume or position/prioritise grant making. Development recognises the bigger picture of social construct and the economy.
Development is mainly influenced by statistics and big data, the very things that marginalise exceptions or outliers such as sexual
minority communities. This reflects the very neglect experienced by underserved communities by intolerant governments.
Touching on my specific experience with a ‘kingmaker’, I found myself having to differentiate experiences between Botswana and
South Africa.
I think it misplaced to place "African" experiences in one basket. Despite Botswana and South Africa being geographically close
and some structural similarities, experiences are far different. Having spent over a decade living in post-apartheid South Africa.
Grass roots level experiences are filled with injustices in smalls space where data and decision making are far off. Structural
inequality will never cease to exist in any sector if conventional means and thoughts continue to dominate decision making spaces
that should be innovative and shaping thought leadership. How else will civil society work progress if talent cannot be nurtured or
creativity allowed to flourish? There are limited parameters of human rights work in Botswana and Africa at large, a paradigm
shift is needed.
Despite advancements made in the past, it’s clear than one learns to continuously 'earn' their place for invaluable opportunities.
However the dignity/regard of one making a conscious choice and effort to learn and make a change should never be undermined
in society today. Grant making remains an exclusive cornerstone of reshaping the lived experiences I and many others advocate for
- within our contexts. Whether it’s a matter of time or lack of relationships; activism is an entirely different school of thought from
development.

-

Dumiso Gatsha, Editor

Matters of the Heart continued
… family – all things new to me. I became a hopeless romantic when he
even mentioned marriage. Little did I know of the downside of this fairytale. He came to visit Botswana and was unimpressed with my friends
and country. He thought he’d see more donkeys than urban
developments. My family loved him however he became controlling and
moody for no reason. His problems seemed to limit our communication
and I became frustrated. My fairy-tale bubble burst having broken all my
previous thoughts on love being fake and based on stupid things. At least,
I had the chance to feel like I did unlike many others in our lifetime.
-

Lettie Knowles, Success Capital’s Events Volunteer

A different perspective of
China
The human rights of lesbian, bisexual and transgender
young women is not very good. We are not recognised by
the government or society; we are considered invisible. This
includes our own family where there is a lot of pressure. I
do however, see that there are more young women and
LGBT activists standing up and fighting for their rights.
One positive worth mentioning is our new domestic
violence law. It is inclusive as it protects all people and
encourages all to "live together".
-

Tingting Wei, Feminist, Activist based in mainland
China

